The widespread use of numbers and their representation by states of physical systems in science and in computers contrasts with the limited amount of work done on what conditions must be satisfied so that a physical system has states that represent numbers. Here this question is examined for microscopic quantum systems, although some of the results also hold for macroscopic systems. The role of orderings is examined by considering unordered and ordered product states. It is seen that the number represented by a state requires and is dependent on the orderings even if the ordered and unordered product states are physically identical. Orderings that change the state through unitary permutation operators are used to discuss the relation between physical and numerical equality of states. Grover's and Shor's Algorithms are seen to be very different regarding their need for and dependence on orderings that do not change the state physically. The main requirement, which is dynamical, is that a physical system must be such that the basic arithmetic operations are efficiently implementable. This condition dictates the need for separate definitions of the basic order dependent operators V +1 j for each j = 1, 2, · · · , L that describe addition of k j−1 mod k L for k-ary representations of length L. The operators + and × are defined based on the V +1 j . Another definition of the V +1 operators that is independent of prior assigned orderings is given. Finally some aspects of the use of numbers as part of the necessary conditions for product states of a system to represent numbers are discussed.
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Introduction
As is well known numbers play an essential role in physics and in many other disciplines. The results of both experimental work and theoretical computations are often given as numbers Comparison of these numbers is essential to the validation process for any physical theory such as quantum mechanics. As inputs to or outputs of computations or experiments, numbers correspond to states of physical systems. From an information theoretic viewpoint, this correspondence is essential as these states carry information. As Landauer has emphasized, "All Information is Physical" [1] . This is taken very seriously here.
If quantum mechanics, or a related theory such as quantum field theory, is universal, then all physical systems are quantum systems and all states of these systems are (pure or mixed) quantum states. This is the case whether the systems are microscopic or macroscopic. It is also independent of the fact that macroscopic systems are well described by classical mechanics. Since computers are physical systems and computations correspond to dynamical changes of states of physical systems, it follows that, during all stages of the computation process, numbers are represented by states of quantum systems. This is the case for both quantum computers and for macro-scopic or classical computers.
The widespread use of numbers and their representation by states of quantum systems is to be contrasted with the limited amount of work done to date on the question regarding what properties a physical system must have so that it has states that represent numbers. Such a question is not trivial as there are many physical systems with states that are not suitable for representing numbers. Systems subject to strong and chaotic interactions with other systems or degrees of freedom are an example of this type. This question is investigated in some detail in this paper. Here numbers will be taken to be the natural numbers or nonnegative integers used for counting.
For quantum systems numbers are represented by tensor products of states of component systems. For microscopic systems the components are often called qubits if their state space is 2-dimensional [2] (See also [3] ) and qubytes of their state space is > 2 dimensional. However it is clear from the actual usage of the term there is another condition that a quantum system must satisfy, besides state space dimensionality, to be called a qubit or qubyte. This is that the states of the system must be such that the switching time t sw , is short compared to the decoherence time t dec [4] .
This condition eliminates many state spaces of systems for representation of numbers. For qubits an example would be the state space based on two highly excited states of nuclei that have halflives short compared to t sw . On the other hand spin 1/2 nuclei in their nuclear ground states in a magnetic field are qubits in NMR quantum computers which are of much recent interest [5, 6, 7] .
Here the terms "qubits", or "qubytes" will often be used for systems with state spaces that are 2, or ≥ 2, dimensional and t sw ≪ t dec . This latter condition is dynamical as it is based on the Hamiltonian for the systems including their interactions with other systems or degrees of freedom. Note that here qubytes can have 2 dimensional state spaces.
It is good to begin with the well known relationship between a tensor product state |s = ⊗ 
where s j can take any value in 0, 1, · · · , k − 1. Here the convention is used that the underline, as in |s , denotes a tensor product state with the component states also underlined. The numbers s and s j , corresponding to the states |s and |s j , is not underlined [8] .
More general representations in which the value of k depends on j can be given that may be useful in special situations. However these will not be pursued here [9] .
It is clear from Eq. 1 and the preceding material that there are several conditions that must be satisfied by physical systems so that their states represent numbers. Here the goal is to describe and discuss these conditions. The emphasis will be on microscopic physical systems and quantum states as used by quantum algorithms. However, most of the following (and preceding) also applies to macroscopic systems, including macroscopic (classical) computers which are in such wide use. Macroscopic systems will be briefly discussed later in Section 8.
This work will be limited to quantum systems with an arbitrary but fixed, finite number of component systems. So the concern here is with numbers and arithmetic modulo some finite number. Since systems with L qubits or qubytes are included and L is arbitrary, this is not a serious practical limitation. However it may be of interest to extend this work to Fock space or to quantum field theory to include systems with an infinite number of degrees of freedom.
Also, in agreement with most of the literature on quantum (and classical) computation, the concern here is with digital representations of natural numbers. Other work [10, 11, 12] shows that nondigital representations, including use of continuous variables for quantum computation, are of some interest.
The plan of this paper is to discuss the conditions a quantum system must satisfy so that it has states that correspond to numbers as given by Eq. 1. The basic role of orderings is discussed in the next section. A description of ordered and unordered tensor product states of systems includes a discussion of orderings that do not change the state and those that do change the state. The relation between physical equality and numerical equality of states under change of orderings is discussed. This is followed by a comparison of Grover's [13] and Shor's [14] Algorithms regarding their dependence on orderings that do not physically change the state. Then a description of the orderings for k − ary representations is given.
Probably the most important requirement that a quantum system must satisfy so that it has states that represent numbers is that there exist a dynamics that can efficiently implement the basic arithmetic operations. This condition is discussed in more detail in Section 3. Efficient implementation by Hamiltonians is discussed as are restrictions on both the thermodynamic resources needed to implement the operations and on the values of k.
One consequence of the efficient implementability condition is the need to define, for each j, operators V +1 j on the tensor product states that correspond to addition of k j−1 mod k L in Eq. 1. Some properties of these basic operators, including symmetries under changes in the orderings, are discussed here and in Section 4. Mathematical definitions and properties of these operators are given in Section 5. The definitions are based on the orderings already defined in Section 2. A brief discussion of the efficient implementation of these many particle operators and the role they play in quantum computation is also given. This is followed by definitions of the arithmetic + and × operators in Section 6 and, in subsection 6.3, a brief discussion of the properties that these operators must have.
Another approach to defining the V +1 j is outlined in Section 7. Here a set {V a |aǫA} of operators is defined that is not based on already defined orderings. The operators are required to be efficiently implementable and to satisfy properties from which the required orderings can be deduced. The paper ends with a brief discussion of macroscopic systems and of the fact that numbers seem to be required in thte description of conditions needed so quantum states of a system represent numbers.
It should be noted that much of the material presented in this paper is already well known, at least intuitively. The purpose of this paper is to make this knowledge explicit. It also serves to show that the necessary conditions that must be satisfied so that states of a physical system represent numbers are both fairly numerous and complex.
The Role of Orderings
It is necessary to clarify at the outset what is meant here by an ordering. An ordering of a finite set of N elements corresponds to a bijective map (one-one onto) from a set of numbers (e.g. 1, 2, · · · , N ) to the finite set. The standard ordering of the numbers is used under the map to order the set elements.
Unordered and Ordered Tensor Product States
The main points of this paper begin with the observation that for a state of a quantum system to represent a number it is necessary, but not sufficient, that the states be tensor products of states of component systems. Additional conditions are needed. To see this consider a tensor product state of the form |t = ⊗ aǫA |t a , a . Here A is a set of different values of some physical property that serves to distinguish or label the different components and t a denotes the property of interest for the component with a. For example A could be a set of L arbitrary locations of component spin 1/2 systems on a 2 dimensional surface with t a equal to either ↑ a or ↓ a . These denote the spin aligned along or opposite some axis of quantization. Another example, representative of NMR quantum computation [5, 6, 7] , has A as a set of hyperfine splittings of nuclear spin states. Here the values of a must contain sufficient information so the physical process can distinguish between the different nuclear spins. This representation makes explicit the fact that each component system is described by states in a 2L dimensional Hilbert space H = H S ⊗ H A . Basis sets B S , B A are chosen with basis states labeled by the parameters or eigenvalues of the observables for which the basis states are eigenstates. Each tensor product state of the form |t = ⊗ aǫA |t a , a corresponds to a function t from A to S, the set of eigenvalues (2 for spin up, spin down) with t a the value of t at a.
It is possible to generalize this description by having the basis set B S depend on elements of A. For example for some values a B S = B S,a = {↑, ↓}. for other values B S,a = {→, ←}.
It is also the case that states of component systems that are quite different physically can represent the same number. An ion trap example [17] has |0 , |1 states of one system as the ground and first excited state of the ion in the harmonic well trap. The corresponding states of the other are the ground and first excited electronic state of the ion.
Similarly a product of n component states for two quantum computers that are equal in the sense that they represent the same number can be quite different physically. For example the state |0 in a linear ion trap quantum computer, assuming one can be built, represents the same number, 0 as does the state |0 in a quantum NMR computer. This is the case even though the physical systems, degrees of freedom, and physical states, representing the same component states are quite different.
In much of the literature the a component of the state |t a , a is suppressed, This is especially so if the elements of A are ordered. This suppression will sometimes be used here as the value of a will be apparent from the subscripts on t. However, it should be kept in mind that the states |a in ⊗ aǫA |t a , a are essential in that they must contain sufficient information so that the quantum algorithm being used can distinguish among the component systems ("Information is Physical" [1] ). This is the case whether A is ordered or not.
It is clear that the product states |t = ⊗ aǫA |t a , a do not represent numbers. Reasons include the lack of ordering of the sets A and S or of their equivalents B A , B S . An ordering of A is needed to associate a power of 2 with a component state |t a . (Note that an ordering of A is also a path on A that uses all elements of A.) An ordering of the states | ↑ a | ↓ a is also needed to associate numeral states |0 , |1 to the states |t a These orderings are clearly necessary (but not sufficient) conditions that must be satisfied for a tensor product state of qubits to represent a number in binary.
It is worthwhile to consider the two types of orderings separately. Let g be an ordering of A. Define the state |t g = ⊗ L j=1 |t g(j) , g(j) . Then this state represents a binary string of eigenvalues in S = {↑, ↓}. However |t g does not represent a number as no ordering of the elements of S or states in B S is given. Let 0 →↑; 1 →↓ denote an ordering d of S. Then the tensor product state |s dg , obtained from the state |t g by inverting the ordering on S, is an ordered tensor product of qubit states that represents a string of the numbers 0, 1. This state corresponds to a number as shown in Eq. 1 if the index j in the ordering is identified with the summation index of Eq. 1.
Schematically the imposition of these orderings can be shown by
where
. What is interesting here is that the state |t does not correspond to any eigenvalue string or to any number (because no A ordering is assigned), |t g corresponds to a binary string but not a number, and |s corresponds to a number. Yet physically these three states are identical. No physical property of the states is changed by assignment of these orderings.
Note that the string represented by the state |t g depends on the ordering g. To see this let g and h be two different orderings of A. Define |t g and |t h by
The states |t g , |t h represent different strings because t g(j) = t h(j) in general. Yet |t g , |t h , and the unordered state |t all represent the same physical state of the L component systems. All that is done here is to assign different orderings to the components |t a , a of |t . The correspondence between t a and a, which determines whether the states are the same physically or not, is not changed. These considerations also apply to states representing numbers. To see this define the numbers
(4) In general s dg = s dh because if g = h then there are many |t for which t g(j) = t h(j) for at least one value of j.
As a simple example of the above consider the 3 qubit state |0 x , x |1 y , y |0 z , z . For orderings x < y < z or z < y < x this state represents the number 2. For orderings x < z < y or z < x < y the state represents 4. For y < z < x or y < x < z the state represents 1. But the state is physically the same for each of these 6 orderings. However the state |1 x , x |0 y , y |0 z , z , in which the 1 at x and the 0 at y are interchanged is different physically.
From now on the subscript d will be suppressed on s states and numbers. Because the states |s g , |s h are physically identical, the unitary operator W representing the transformation |s g → |s h = W |s g is the identity. This is the case irrespective of whether or not the physical dynamics corresponding to a specific quantum algorithm is or is not sensitive to the orderings (Subsection 2.2).
For any set A with L elements there are L! possible orderings. Depending on the physical property represented by the values in A, most of these orderings would be difficult, but not impossible, to work with dynamically in implementation of any quantum algorithm. Often there are just a few orderings that are easiest to use in the implementation of an algorithm. These orderings respect the topological or neighborhood properties of the elements of A. For example if A is a set of positions on a straight line there are just two orderings that respect the spatial ordering or topology of points on the line. If A is a set of positions in a 2 or 3 − D space region there may be several orderings that respect the neighborhood properties of the space region. These would be the easiest to work with dynamically in the implementation of any quantum algorithm.
The description of product qubit states |s h = ⊗ L j=1 |s h(j) , h(j) = |s h,h can be extended to states
, h(j) where the ordering g = h.
|s h,h and |s g,h are related by a unitary permutation operator W g,h defined by W g,h |s h,h = |s gh −1 h,h = |s g,h . W g,h represents a permutation or change of the relative ordering within |s between elements of A and S. It is different from unity as the state |s g,h is physically different from the state |s h,h .
) is a permutation of the ordering numbers for A. All the orderings have inverses as they are bijections.
More generally one has for any orderings p, f, g, h
The latter equality is a consequence of the fact that any permutation of orderings, applied to both subscripts leaves the state unchanged. For these states physical equality is unrelated to numerical equality. For instance the states |s h,h and |s g,g are equal as they are physically identical. However they represent different numbers. The states |s g,h and |s g,g are in general different physically. Yet they represent the same numbers because the ordering shown by the first subscript determines the order of the numerals (i.e. of the d −1 (g(j))). The second subscript denotes a path on A that gives the association h(j) → 2 j−1 between elements of A and powers of 2 shown in Eq. 3.
Some additional properties of these states are worth noting. If and only if W g,h is a permutation corresponding to the pairwise exchange of component states with no indices in common (e.g. exchange the 2nd and 4th |s states, and the 3rd and 5th |s states) then W 2 g,h = 1 or W † g,h = W h,g . This follows from the fact that in this case (gh −1 ) 2 = 1 which gives gh −1 = hg −1 . In this case the states |s g,h and |s h,g are equal physically (but they represent different numbers in general). Finally in most cases the state |s g,h can be replaced by the state |s ′ h,h where s ′ is a different function from A to 0, 1 than is s. These two states are equal provided s
These points are all illustrated by the example set out in Table 2 .1 for L = 6 and A = {u, v, w, x, y, z}. Note that |s g,h and |s g,g both denote the number 19 and are different physically. |s h,h (= |s g,g ) denotes the number 41. It is left to the reader to see that the . Relative to h, p is an ordering that consists of two pairwise exchanges (2nd, 4th and 3rd, 5th) with no indices in common. g and f do not have this property relative to h.
other properties described are satisfied. It might be thought that product qubit states that are the same physically but represent different orderings (or whether orderings are present or not) are identical for quantum algorithms and their dynamics. That this is not the case, and to see the role that these orderings, or lack thereof, play in algorithms, it is instructive to consider both Grover's [13] and Shor's [14] Algorithms.
Grover's and Shor's Algorithms
Grover's Algorithm [13] and Shor's Algorithm [14] are quite different in their sensitivity to orderings that do not physically change states. Grover's Algorithm corresponds to a quantum search of a set of data where each element of the data base corresponds to a quantum state. The goal is to find the one unknown but unique state with some property different from the others. Here the quantum state representing each data element will be taken to be a tensor product of qubit states. This is not necessary, as Lloyd [18] has shown. However, the price for this is the need for an exponential overhead of resources.
Here the relevant feature of Grover's Algorithm is that it is independent of both orderings of A and of S [19] . Dynamically the algorithm is the same whether it operates on unordered states |t or ordered states |t g or |s dg . It is sufficient that these states represent the same physical condition. In fact Grover's Algorithm can be described and implemented with no reference to orderings in the tensor product.
To see this let the initial state ψ = (1/ √ N ) t |t where |t = ⊗ aǫA |t a , a and N = 2 L . No ordering is assumed for A and no 0 − 1 assignment to | ↑ a | ↓ a is given so these states represent neither strings nor numbers. This is not a problem because neither the definition of the unitary Grover operator −W I ↑ W I tu nor its iteration on ψ depends on these orderings. Here I ↑ = 1 − 2|↑ ↑| where |↑ is the state with all L systems in the | ↑ state. I tu = 1 − 2|t u t u | and W is the Walsh Hadamard transformation. Here |t u is the unknown product state that is to be amplified, and
a is a tensor product of single qubit operators. The σ x , σ z are the Pauli spin operators and ψ = W |↑ .
The goal of Grover's Algorithm is to pick out by amplification the state |t u from the 2 L states |t in ψ. Recall that each of these states corresponds to a function t from A to S. Determination if a state |t is or is not |t u does not depend on orderings of either A or S.
Shor's Algorithm [14] for finding the two prime factors of a large number is quite different in that it is essential that the tensor product states of qubits represent numbers. This can be seen from the steps of the algorithm
Here |i is the product qubit state representing the initial state of a quantum register, usually shown as a constant sequence of 0s. f m is a numerical function defined by f m (x) = m x mod M where m and M are relatively prime. The number M , which is to be factored, and N are related by
Eq. 6 requires an ordering of the elements of A and an ordering of | ↑ , | ↓ to be chosen. An example of the latter is d(0) =↑, d(1) =↓. Based on these orderings one can associate specific numbers to tensor product states as shown by Eq. 4.
These orderings are used in Eq. 6. To see this it helps to show the orderings explicitly by replacing s by s dg and w by w dg . f m (s dg ) is the numerical value of f m at s dg where s dg is related to |s dg by Eq. 4. |f m (s dg ) is the tensor product state that corresponds, through Eq. 4, to the number f m (s dg ). Eq. 4 is also used for the exponent factor w dg s dg /N in the Discrete Fourier Transform in Eq. 6. Methods for explicit evaluation of the Fourier transform and Shor's algorithm using quantum circuits are described in the literature [20] . They make explicit use of Eq. 4.
The differences between the two algorithms can be summarized by considering the states |t g , |t h and the unordered state |t = ⊗ aǫA |t a , a . Because these states are physically the same, the dynamics of Grover's Algorithm is the same for these states. This is a consequence of the independence of the Algorithm from the orderings.
On the other hand, Shor's Algorithm requires the orderings for implementation. It cannot be implemented on the unordered states |t . Of course any specific physical model of the Algorithm, as a physical dynamical process, can be implemented on the unordered states. However without knowledge of the orderings assumed in the dynamics, it will have no meaning as an implementation of the Algorithm.
It follows from this sensitivity that any specific physical model of the dynamics of implementing Shor's Algorithm is different for the ordering h than for g. This is a consequence of the requirement that the numerical output of the algorithm must be independent of the ordering used. Shor's Algorithm must calculate the prime factors of M whatever ordering is used. Because of this, the ordering used by the dynamics of the algorithms must also be the same as that used for the states of numerical input parameters. Also the chosen ordering would have to be explicitly used to read or interpret the output state (i.e. the numerical value of w dg in Eq. 6).
Ordering Conditions for k-ary Representations
The ordering conditions described above for binary representations are essentially the same for k − ary representations. The physical system must be composite with a state description in terms of tensor products of states of each of the component systems. In this case the state space
The description of the orderings is essentially unchanged. States |t g , |t h are string states over a set S of k eigenvalues of some observable. The states represent different strings even though they represent the same physical state as does the unordered state |t . The states |s dg , |s dh , as ordered tensor product state of L qubytes, represent different numbers (Eq. 4) even though they and the state |t are indistinguishable physically. The ordering d of the component states, defined before for binary systems, is extended to k − ary systems.
The material presented so far illustrates the importance of the ordering conditions both for the qubytes and for the chosen basis states of each qubyte. However, nothing has been explicitly said so far about how these orderings are combined to generate numbers (i.e. as one single ordering) as shown in Eq. 1. This will be implemented by defining for each j an operator V +1 j on the tensor product states of a system. The definitions are based on the ordering choices described so far. The idea is that V +1 j corresponds to the operation of addition modk
It is noted that the V +1 j operators are defined separately rather than defining one operator V 
Efficient Implementability of Arithmetic Operations
Probably the most important requirement is that of efficient implementablity of basic arithmetic operations. This means that, for states of a physical system to represent numbers, it must be possible to physically implement these operations and the implementation must be efficient. This includes at least the operations implied by Eq. 1 as efficient implementation of these is a necessary condition for states of a quantum system to represent numbers. In the case of the V +1 j physical implementability means there must exist a Hamiltonian H j such that for some time t j , U j (t j ) = e −iHj tj corresponds to carrying out V +1 j on the states of the system. Efficient implementation means that the time t j must be short. For microscopic systems this is equivalent to the condition that t j must be less than the decoherence time t dec . If the Hamiltonian and system are such that V +1 j is carried out in a number n j of basic switching steps of duration ∆, then n j = t j /∆ < t dec /∆ [4] must hold.
For macroscopic systems the efficiency requirement is different as t dec << ∆. In this case n j must be polynomial and not exponential in L. This means that n j = O(L c ) with c ≥ 0 and c not too large. O() means "of the order of".
The efficiency requirement is much stricter for microscopic systems than for macroscopic ones. The reason is that for most systems t dec is small [4] . This is one reason why quantum computers are so hard to implement compared to macroscopic computers. However, the requirement that n j be polynomial in L would also apply to any microscopic system for which t dec /∆ is very large, (e.g. t dec is several hours or even longer).
The efficiency requirement can be made more explicit through the action of U j (t j ) on product qubyte states. In the following the ordering labels for the parameter set A and for the k states of each component system will be suppressed. Thus |s dg will be expressed as |s = ⊗ L j=1 |s aj , a j (or ⊗ L j=1 |s j with the a j understood) where a j = g(j). The d, g subscripts will often be suppressed. Let ψ = s c s |s . Then H j must be such that for some time t j ≪ t dec
The above is rather general in that it assumes that
corresponds to the successor operation " + 1" in axiomatic arithmetic [15, 16] . This equation shows that it is not sufficient to limit the requirement of efficient implementation to V from a 1 to a j and carrying it out at a j .
The description of V +1 j is economical in that it suppresses any reference to the ordering or path on A. Yet this operator does depend on the choice of path. This is especially evident in the physical implementation where j refers to the jth element of the path and the implementation Hamiltonian must describe motion along the path for the "carry 1" operation. To this end let V +1 f,j denote the operation corresponding to addition of k j−1 mod k L on the path f . For the case of a j independent Hamiltonian, (which is more interesting as there are no external agents present to turn on and off the H j ) one replaces H by H f and U by U f where for some time t j , U f (t j ) = e −iH f tj = V +1 f,j . Another aspect of the efficient implementability condition is that the thermodynamic resources re-quired to implement V +1 f,j must be polynomial and not exponential in j. This takes account of the fact that all computations occur in a noisy environment and one must spend thermodynamic resources to protect the system from errors. This is especially the case for quantum computation for which entanglements of states that develop as the computation progresses must be protected from decoherence [23, 24, 25] . Methods of protecting these states include the use of quantum error correction codes [21] and possibly generation and use of EPR pairs [22] . These considerations are another reason why it is important to minimize the time required to implement V +1 f,j . There are many physical systems where the resources needed to implement V +1 f,j (other than those involved in the shift) are either independent of j or are at most polynomial in L. The needed resources do not depend exponentially on j or L. These systems satisfy the requirement of efficient implementability. There are others that do not. Consider, for example, a 1-D lattice of systems where the intensity of environmental interference and noise grows exponentially with j. Here the thermodynamic resources needed to protect the system from decoherence, etc., would grow exponentially with j. Another simpler type of system that would be excluded would be a row of isolated harmonic oscillator potentials each containing a single spinless particle. The proposed two qubit states are the ground and first excited states in the well. However the spring constants of the wells depend exponentially on j. For example the spring constant p(j + 1) of the j + 1st well is related to that for the jth well by p(j + 1) = kp(j).
The condition of efficient implementability also places restrictions on the values of k allowed in Eq. 1. In general values of k are used that are quite small (e.g. k = 2, k = 10, etc.). Except for special cases, k = 1 (unary) representations are excluded as arithmetic operations are exponentially hard. Also the value of k cannot be too large. One reason is that there are physical limitations on the amount of information that can be reliably stored and distinguished per unit space time volume [18] . Also the requirement of efficient implementation enters in that for large k (e.g. k = 10 6 ), even a simple process such as adding two single digit numbers becomes quite lengthy. To begin with it should be noted that it is sufficient to limit consideration of the action of V +1 f,j on states of the form |s g,f . The reason is that any state of the form |s p,h where f = p = h is physically identical to the state |s f h −1 p,f . Also the physical implementation of V +1 f,j on the state |s g,h is well defined whatever h and g are. However the resulting state V +1 f,j |s g,h corresponds to addition of k j−1 mod k L to the number represented by |s g,h if and only if h = f . If h = f then implementation of V +1 f,j on |s g,h where both the initial and final states are interpreted with the ordering h will correspond to some mathematical result other than the desired interpretation.
The effect of the permutation operators W gh on the action and meaning of the V +1 f,j can be determined by asking if, for any ordering f , there is an ordering b such that
Here equality refers to physical equality or mathematical equality as operators. Interpreted as arithmetic operations one can ask, "If V 
where the state |s f,f is replaced by the (physically identical) state |s gh −1 f,gh −1 f . Informally this can be proved by reference to a table similar to f,j does on |s f,f . However, because the ordering is changed, the state |s gh −1 f,gh −1 f represents a different number than does the original, physically identical state |s f,f .
These arguments extend to linear superposition states of the form Ψ f,f = s c s |s f,f . V +1 f,j carries out the same action on Ψ f,f as the transformed operator does on the state Ψ gh −1 f,gh −1 f which is physically identical to Ψ f,f . However since the number representation of the component states is changed, the weighting factors for states corresponding to specific numbers are changed.
Definition of The V

+1 j
To save on notation the explicit dependence of V +1 f,j on f will be suppressed in most of the section. The V +1 j can be easily defined for a composite physical system based on the orderings described so far. For each qubyte the ordering of the basis states will be defined by iterated powers of a cyclic shift operator where the power of the shift determines the ordering position. In general a cyclic shift of period k is a unitary operator u with the property that there exists a subspace H u of states, a wandering subspace, such that for m = m and m, n < k the spaces u m H u and u n H u are orthogonal [27] . Also u k = 1. The subspaces can then be given a cyclic ordering according to the powers of u. That is u m H u < u n H u if m < n mod k. Note that for cyclic shifts any of the subspaces u n H u can serve as the wanderers. In case H u is one dimensional, the states u m |α , u n |α for n = m and n, m < k are pairwise orthogonal where |α is in H u . These states are then ordered according to the powers 0, 1, · · · , k − 1 of u. The cyclic ordering is converted to a linear ordering by specifying which state is the 0 state.
Let u j be a cyclic shift of period k that orders the k qubyte states |s j according to the iterated powers of u j acting on the state |0 j and let H j be the k dimensional Hilbert space spanned by the |s j . One has |s j = (u j ) sj |0 j for s j = 0, 1, · · · , k − 1. Note that the exponent of u j is not underlined as it is a number. This will be discussed later on in Section 8.
These relations can be extended to product states. In particular, the state |s = ⊗ L j=1 |s j , is related to
where s j is the number corresponding to the qubyte state |s j . The choices made so far can be used to define for
is the projection operator for finding a qubyte in the state |k − 1 j and the other qubytes in any state in H m for m = j.
This definition is implicit in that V +1 j is defined in terms of V
+1
j+1 . An explicit definition is given by
In this equation the unordered product is used because for any p, q, u m P p,m commutes with u n P q,n for m = n. Also for n = j the product factor with j ≤ ℓ ≤ n − 1 equals 1. It is easy to see from Eqs. 10 and 11 or 12 that
|0 j ⊗ |s 2 , s 1 and so on. There are two basic properties the operators V +1 j must have: that they are cyclic shifts and they satisfy
for each j < L.
is a shift, let |s be a product qubyte state such that for each m = 1, 2, · · · , L the component qubyte states |s m , u m |s , (u m ) 2 |s , · · · , (u m ) k−1 |s are pairwise orthonormal. It then follows from Eq. 12 and the properties of the u m that any product state |s is orthogonal to the state V +1 j |s and that V +1 j is norm preserving on these states.
Assume that Eq. 14 is valid. Then for each is a space spanned by all tensor product states of the 1st, · · · , j − 1st component systems and labeled by specific tensor product states of the jth, j + 1st, · · · , Lth component systems. The existence of a tensor product basis that is common to all the V +1 j follows from Eq. 14.
To prove Eq. 14 it is easiest to use Eq. 11. Since V +1 j+1 commutes with u ℓ P h,ℓ for all ℓ ≤ j and the commutation relations P ( =h),j u j = u j P ( =h−1),j and P h,j u j = u j P (h−1),j hold, one has for each m ≤ k
Here P ( =h),j = 1 − P h,j . For m = k the term with the product of the projection operators gives 0 and the sum of the projection operators gives unity. The desired result follows from the fact that (
The above shows that informally the action of V 
This result is obtained using the commutativity of the shifts and projection operators for different component systems.
It should be noted that the operators V +1 j play an important role in quantum computation. This is the case even though for each product state |s the state V +1 j |s is also a product state and is not a linear superposition of these states. The importance comes from the fact that these operators along with their efficient implementation are used to define the basic arithmetic operations (Section 6) for a quantum computer and to carry out quantum algorithms. For example in Shor's factoring quantum algorithm [14] , they are used in the step in which the function f y (s) = y s mod N is calculated for each component state |s .
To prove Eq. 9 and discuss efficient implementation of the V +1 j , the explicit dependence on the orderings should be stated. Eqs. 11 or 12, has been given in a form that suppresses the dependence on orderings or paths in A. For any ordering or path f of the elements of A, V +1 f,j is defined with the projection operators P =(k−1),h , P (k−1),h with h = j, j + 1, · · · , L in Eqs. 11 or 12 replaced by P =(k−1),f (h) , P (k−1),f (h) . The subscripts j on the cyclic shifts are also replaced by f (j). Thus Eq. 12 becomes
This form emphasizes the dependence of the projection operators on physical parameters as opposed to just numerical ordering values and is useful in considering physical models for implementing these operators.
Eq. 9 is proved by noting it is sufficient to consider the action of W g,h on individual projection and shift operators. One has
where W † g,h = W h,g and Eq. 5 have been used. A similar set of equalities holds for P =k−1,f (n) with the delta function replaced by 1 − δ s gh −1 f (ℓ) ,k−1 .
For u f (ℓ) one has a similar set of equalities:
This proves Eq. 9.
To discuss efficient implementation one notes that V +1 f,j is a nonlocal many particle operator, whereas physically reasonable Hamiltonians are restricted to local interactions that are mainly two body. This means that efficient implementation by a realistic Hamiltonian will require a number n > 1 of steps where n is not too large.
It is quite likely that efficient implementations exist for these operators for some microscopic quantum systems. For macroscopic systems this is demonstrated by the widespread use of many types of computers, counters, clocks, etc.. Also there are many ways to efficiently implement the V +1 f,j in quantum circuits [28, 29, 30] which are potentially applicable to microscopic systems. In addition, it is a simple exercise to give a schematic implementation of a quantum Turing machine that efficiently implements the V +1 f,j . One method consists of shifting a head along the A path f in the direction of increasing numbers to the jth qubyte (i.e. the one with property f (j). Then the head continues moving by increasing ℓ, converting the states |s f (ℓ) = |k − 1 f (ℓ) to |0 f (ℓ) until the first |s f (ℓ) < |k − 1 f (ℓ) is found. After converting this state to u f (ℓ) |s f (ℓ) the head returns to the jth qubyte. The number of steps this takes is at most cL where c is a constant that accounts for housekeeping steps to ensure reversibility.
This description shows explicitly that V +1 f,j depends dynamically on the path f in that the motion of the head in the parameter set A depends on f . For paths (orderings) that reflect neighborhood properties of A the motion will in general require less resources to implement than motion along other paths.
Ongoing work on physical implementation of qubits and quantum gates suggests that implementation of the V +1 f,j by quantum circuits or quantum Turing machines may be realized for some microscopic systems. For these systems the maximum value of L for which V +1 f,j can be efficiently implemented for each j and coherence preserved depends on the physical system. It is given roughly by cL < t dec /t sw where c is a constant.
Plus and Times
Here definitions of plus and times operators are given to show their dependence on and efficient implementability relative to that for the V +1 j . The purpose is definitely not to represent these widely used operations as something new.
Plus
It is straightforward to define the plus (+) operation in terms of the V +1 j . To this end one needs to work with composite physical systems of sufficient complexity to have a set of basis states of the form |s, t = |s ⊗ |t that describe two L qubyte product states. Here the ordering subscripts will be suppressed.
To define the + operation let
Here the numeral expression |s + t is defined to be that generated from t by the action of the product
. Note that the different V +1 j commute. As defined the + operator is unitary on the Hilbert space spanned by all pairs of length L numeral expression states. Thus a reversible implementation of it is possible where the procedure makes use of the procedures already described for the V +1 j . Eq. 17 shows that the procedure is carried out by carrying out for each j = 1, 2, · · · , L s j iterations of V +1 j where s j is the number associated with the qubyte state |s j (= |s aj , a j ).
Since + is unitary, so is the adjoint + † . Since + was defined to correspond to addition modulo k L , the adjoint corresponds to subtraction modulo k L . That is if +|s ⊗ |t = |s ⊗ |s + t then + † |s ⊗ |s + t = |s ⊗ |t .
As was the case for the V +1 j there are many ways to efficiently implement the + operation (See for example [28] ). One method starts by making a copy of the state |s 1 . Then subtraction of 1 from the copy state is interleaved with iteration of V +1 1 on the state |t until the copy state returns to its original state |0 j . This process is repeated for j = 2, 3, · · · , L to carry out the + operation.
For this model the total number of steps required to implement the s j iterations of V +1 j is at most Ks j L where K is a constant. Based on this the number of steps needed to implement + is less than
M + is a constant that includes the number of housekeeping steps such as the copying of the |s j , etc.. For a procedure with this dependence on L the maximum allowed value of L is given, as before, by the requirement that M + L 2 < t dec /t sw . A physical system satisfying this requirement would admit a representation of numbers on which one iteration of + could be carried out coherently. More iterations are possible if addition can be done more efficiently.
Sufficient operations on basis product states have now been defined to show that the state |s = ⊗ L j=1 |s j can be obtained from the state |0 by operations corresponding to those shown in Eq. 1. To see this assume that: the number 0 corresponds to |0 ; the numbers ℓk j−1 correspond to V +ℓ j |0 for each ℓ = 0, 1, · · · , k − 1 and j = 1, 2, · · · , L; and + defined by Eq. 17 is a valid definition of addition in arithmetic. Then the correspondence given by Eq. 1 holds for all numbers s = 0, 1, · · · , k L − 1 and states |s . The proof of this is based on use of Eq. 17 to obtain
which holds for all k L basis states |s . One sees that the operations on product states shown by Eq. 18 correspond exactly to those shown by Eq. 1 on numbers. As noted above this result extends the kL + 1 correspondences between numbers and states for the states |0 and V +ℓ j |0 to k L correspondences between all the product states |s and numbers s.
Times
Here a definition of multiplication is given that is based on efficient iteration of + and is similar to the method taught in primary school. The method is efficient relative to that for +.
Reversibility of the operations requires that the operator × be unitary. (Caution: the adjoint of × is not division.) This means that both input product qubyte states and the product state with the result must be preserved. It is also convenient to have one extra product state for storing and acting on intermediate results. This state begins and ends as |0 . For initial states of the form, |s, t, 0, 0 = |s ⊗ |t ⊗ |0 ⊗ |0 ,
where |s × t is the state resulting from the action of ×. It is supposed to correspond to the result of multiplying, modk L , the numbers corresponding to the states |s and t .
In order to define × explicitly one needs to be able to generate the states |k j−1 × t corresponding to multiplication of t by k j−1 . For each j = 1, · · · , L these states are added to themselves s j times. The final result is obtained by adding all the resulting states so obtained.
To this end define Q j (2, 3) for j = 1, · · · , L as operators on the second and third product states that convert |s, t, t0 j−1 , z to |s, t, t0 j , z . It has the effect of multiplying |t0 j by k. An efficient reversible implementation of this, acting on the state |s, t, y, z is obtained by subtraction, modk, of the L − j + 1st component qubyte state of |t from the Lth component state of |y , shifting all the elements of |y by one site and putting the result of the subtraction at the newly opened first site. This works because, if
The result, |0 L , of the subtraction is moved to the first site of |y after the shift. One has
where |y
The operator × is defined from the Q j (2, 3) and + by
Here + m,n carries out the action defined in Eq. 17 on the mth and nth product state. The mth state remains unchanged in this action. s h is the number corresponding to the component qubyte state |s h of |s . Note that since each operator in the righthand product of the equation is unitary, so is ×. To see that × as defined above does carry out the intended multiplication operation on initial states of the form |s, t, 0, 0 one carries out the action of the 2L + 1 operators shown above. The steps give |s, t, 0, 0
Note that Q L (2, 3) acting on |−, t, t0 L−1 , − gives |−, t, 0, − in accordance with Eq. 19 as |t0 L = |0 . Here |s 1 t denotes s 1 iterations of adding |t to |0 ; also s j t0 j−1 denotes the result of s j additions of |t0 j−1 to the 4th product state.
The number of basic switching steps needed to implement × can be crudely estimated. It was seen in the last section that the number of steps required to implement + is O(L 2 ). Since there are L + 1 + operations the number of steps for all + operations is O(L 3 ). As this is more than the number needed for all of the Q(2, 3) one estimates that the × operation as defined takes O(L 3 ) switching steps. Again this is a rough result and is not meant to represent the most efficient method of implementing ×.
Required Properties of Plus, Times
There are several properties that + and × must satisfy, based on the axioms of arithmetic [15, 16] modified for the modularity property and the presence of L successor operators. One may also use axioms for a commutative ring with identity as they apply to modular arithmetic [31] . The presence of L successor operators rather than just one is the price paid for the requirement of efficient implementation of the arithmetic operations. Properties that must be satisfied include the requirements that the successor operations commute with +, the existence of additive and multiplicative identities, which are the states |0 and |1 = V +1 1 |0 , and the distributivity of × over +. Also + and × are associative and commutative.
Proof of these properties from the definitions and Eqs. 13 and 14 is straight forward and will not be given here. Note that the proofs refer to the product qubyte states. There is no reference to a separate number s corresponding to the state |s . However the proofs do use the corresponding properties of the numbers appearing in the exponents. For example to prove that addition is commutative, |s + t = |t + s , Eqs. 17 and 13 give |s
The equality of these two states follows from s h + t h = t h + s h for each h.
An Alternate Approach
The approach taken so far has been to define an ordering on the set A and, for each j an ordering expressed by a cyclic shift u j of period k that generates a basis set of states B j for the a j qubyte. The V +1 j were defined (e.g. Eq. 12) based on these orderings and the choice of 0 states in the bases. A quantum system was said to have states that admit a number representation if there existed orderings and operators V +1 j defined from the orderings that could be efficiently implemented by a Hamiltonian for the system.
There is another approach that avoids starting with orderings and using them to define the V +1 j . Instead one can give a definition of the operators that must be efficiently implemented and the properties they must satisfy without reference to orderings. The properties must be such that the orderings are a consequence of the conditions satisfied by the operators.
To this end it is required that for states of a physical system to give a k−ary representation of numbers, there must exist a Hamiltonian H and a set {V a |aǫA} of L operators such that H can efficiently implement each operator V a in the set. The V a are required to have the following properties:
1. Each V a is a cyclic shift.
2. The V a all commute with one another.
3. For each aǫA there is a unique a
5. There is just one a for which (V a ) k = 1.
The properties reflect those possssed by the V +1 j , note especially Eq. 14. Properties 3-5 can be used to establish an ordering of the label set A with the maximum label given by property 5. The existence of a unique minimum label a 1 follows from the finiteness of A. The commutativity and cyclic shift properties, and an additional assumption that a wandering subspace for V +1 a1 is one dimensional, give the existence of a set B of pairwise orthogonal states such that for each a and each |s in B, V a |s = |s ′ with |s ′ in B and different from |s .
One can use property 3 along with iterations (V a ) h for h = 0, 1, · · · k − 1 for each a to generate a cyclic ordering of the states in B and show that the set contains k L states. However none of this is sufficient to select a state as the zero state |0 . This must be done by making an arbitrary choice.
6. There is a unique state in B which is the zero state.
Based on this choice one can associate with each string of numbers, n L , n L−1 , · · · n ℓ , · · · , n 2 , n 1 with 0 ≤ n ℓ ≤ k − 1 for each ℓ a unique state |s . The association is given by
Since the properties show that the states |s for different number strings are orthogonal, and each n value can vary independently of the others in the string, it seems that |s must have a product state structure with s ℓ = n ℓ . However this remains to be proved. The above can also be used to define addition as in Eq. 17 and show that |0 is the additive identity. All this suggests that this approach may indeed be valid. However, additional work is required to see if this is the case.
Discussion
Several points about the work done here should be noted. The state descriptions of composite quantum systems used in this paper have not taken account of whether the component systems are distinguishable or indistinguishable. This is based on the fact that no use was made of this property here in that the only properties of systems used was that expressed in the states and in the basic arithmetic operators. It is suspected that taking account of the bosonic or fermionic nature of indistinguishable systems, as has been done elsewhere [32] , will not change the results obtained. However, this must be investigated, particularly for fermions.
One aspect of the work presented here is that numbers have already been used in the description of necessary conditions for states of a quantum system to represent numbers. For example the ordering of the component systems and the V f,1 by j sites along f requires a state of the form |j ⊗ φ as the input. The action on this state must correspond to the repeated subtraction of 1 from j interleaved with motion of some system, such as a head or quantum robot [33] , along f until j = 0 is reached. In addition the "carry 1" operation, which is part of V +1 f,j means that the f ordering of the remaining L − j components must be built into H f .
It is worth contrasting this with another implementation method in which the site j is marked by an ancillary qubit. Then the head or quantum robot, starting from some site, searches among the component qubytes until the marked one is found. The ordering, corresponding to motion along some arbitrary search path, can be completely unrelated to the ordering used for number representation. However, once the marked qubyte is located, implementation of V +1 f,j requires motion along f in the "carry 1" operations.
Similar arguments apply for the efficient carrying out of the + operation as this requires up to k iterations of V +1 f,j for each j. One method of implementation requires interleaving the implementation of a procedure for V +1 f,j with subtractions of 1 from a state |s j , Eq. 17, until |0 j is obtained.
The other aspect of the use of numbers in the description of the conditions is that the magnitudes of the numbers appearing in the dynamical description are exponentially smaller than those represented by the system being considered. States of a composite quantum system satisfying the conditions for k − ary number representations of length L, represent the first k L numbers. Numbers appearing in the dynamics range up to k and L = log k k L . This exponential decrease is a consequence of the requirement of efficient implementability of arithmetic operations.
The requirement of efficient physical implementability also applies to the numbers appearing in the dynamics. This is especially evident in any implementation method which interleaves evaluation of some arithmetic function with carrying out an action until a specified function value is reached. For instance, implementation of the V +1 f,j , e.g. by use of a head or quantum robot with an on board quantum computer [33] , would require a quantum computer with at least O([log m (L)] + 1) qubytes for an m − ary representation of numbers up to L. ([−] denotes the largest integer in.) Here the dynamics that carries out these operations is subject to all the requirements described so far. It is also part of the dynamics for implementing V +1 f,j . This suggests that it may be possible to iterate the dynamical description where the number of qubytes needed in any iteration is exponentially smaller than the number needed in the preceding one. This suggests that at most very few numbers are needed to represent any (finite) set of numbers, no matter how large.
This can be illustrated by a simple example using binary representations only. A physical representation of the first 2 L numbers with L = 10 6 requires a system with 10 6 component systems. Numeral expression states are sums of tensor products of 10 6 states of these component systems as qubits or bits.
Efficient implementation of arithmetic operations on these states requires up to L iterated subtractions of 1 and testing for 0 interleaved with actions. Efficient implementation of these subtractions in turn requires numeral expression states for the numbers up to 10 6 , which requires of the order of 20 ∼ log 2 (log 2 (2 L )) component systems as qubits or bits.
One can also apply the argument to subtraction of 1 from numbers up to 20. However here 20 is so small that it does not matter if this is done efficiently or inefficiently. As a practical matter the iteration can be stopped when the amount of time consumed in inefficient arithmetic operations is of the order of that used in other housekeeping operations in the overall process being considered.
Finally it should be noted that the ordering and efficient implementability conditions, which have been applied to microscopic quantum systems, also apply to macroscopic quantum systems. In this case t dec ≪ t sw so the limitation that the number of steps is < t dec /t sw is not applicable. Instead efficient implementation means that there exists a dynamics such that the number of steps needed to carry out arithmetic operations is polynomial in L. Also the states of the system used to represent numbers are those that are stabilized by the interactions with the environment, the "pointer states" [34, 35, 36] . The fact that these conditions are much less onerous than the limitations on microscopic systems is shown by the widespread use of macroscopic computers and counting devices and timers. 
where s j is any number between 0 and f (j) − 1. For example, if f (j) = j, then j−1 l=1 f (l) = (j − 1)!. For some specialized problems these f − ary representations may be more efficient than the usual ones. For instance, if f (j) = j, the base e of the natural logarithms has the simple rational number expansion 1.11111 · · ·.
